This paper studies the minimizing risk problems in Markov decision processes with countable state space and reward set. The objective is to find a policy which Ž . minimizes the probability risk that the total discounted rewards do not exceed a Ž . specified value target . In this sort of model, the decision made by the decision maker depends not only on system's states, but also on his target values. By introducing the decision-maker's state, we formulate a framework for minimizing risk models. The policies discussed depend on target values and the rewards may be arbitrary real numbers. For the finite horizon model, the main results obtained Ž . Ž . are: i The optimal value functions are distribution functions of the target, ii Ž . there exists an optimal deterministic Markov policy, and iii a policy is optimal if and only if at each realizable state it always takes optimal action. In addition, we obtain a sufficient condition and a necessary condition for the existence of finite horizon optimal policy independent of targets and we give an algorithm computing finite horizon optimal policies and optimal value functions. For an infinite horizon model, we establish the optimality equation and we obtain the structure property of optimal policy. We prove that the optimal value function is a distribution function of target and we present a new approximation formula which is the generalization of the nonnegative rewards cases. An example which illustrates the mistakes of previous literature shows that the existence of optimal policy has not been proved really. In this paper, we give an existence condition, which is a sufficient and necessary condition for the existence of an infinite horizon optimal policy independent of targets, and we point out that whether there exists an optimal policy remains an open problem in the general case.
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INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we consider the following discrete-time and stationary Ž . Markov decision processes MDP, for short , ⌫ s S, A, W , P , ␤ . 1 Ž . Ž.
Ž . The state space S and the action space A s D A i both are nonempty i g S Ž . and countable, where A i is the set of admissible actions when the system Ž . is in state i. For each i g S, A i is nonempty and finite. Reward set W is Ž . a countable subset of ‫ޒ‬ s yϱ, qϱ . Let X , ⌬ , and R denote the state n n n of the system, the action taken by the decision maker, and the reward received at stage n, respectively. Then the stationary conditional transition probability P is given by P X s j, R s r N X s i , ⌬ s a s p a , Ž . 
Ž .
i , j g S, a g A i , r g W , n G 1.
Ž . Ý i jr jgS , rgW Ž . Discounted factor ␤ g 0, 1 . We assume that W is bounded. A decision rule , at stage n, specifies the action to take at stage n. A n Ž .Ž policy is a sequence of decision rules: s , , . . . , , . . . The 1 2 n . precise definitions of policies will be given in the next section.
Let B and B denote the random total discounted rewards generated n by policy for finite and infinite horizon problems, respectively. Then,
Our optimization problem for minimizing risk models is the following: Ž . Find a policy which minimizes the probability risk that the total dis-Ž . counted rewards do not exceed a specified value target , that is, for the finite horizon model, find a policy U such that
and for the infinite horizon model, one seeks a policy U such that
where the infimum is taken over all policies. w x w x This sort of problem is studied by Sobel this sort of problem, but they only establish several properties of operator ␦ Ž . T defined in the next section where ␦ is the only function of X . n w x The general study of this problem is done by Bouakiz and Kebir 1 and w x w x White 3 . In 1 , Bouakiz and Kebir study a finite MDP with a positive and a finite reward set. Their main results include the optimality equations of the model and the property of the optimal value function for finite and w x infinite horizon. In 3 , White considers a finite MDP with a nonnegative and bounded reward set and gives a set of results for optimal policy, optimal value function, policy iteration, and error bounds. w x w x However, both 1 and 3 have not given a structure result of optimal policies and an effective algorithm computing optimal policies and optimal w x w x value functions. In addition 1 and 3 hold incorrectly that all objective functions generated by policies are the distribution functions of the target, w x this brings about that the proof of part of the results in 1 needs to be w x Ž modified and the key Lemma 3 in 3 does not hold in the general case see . w x Ž Section 4 of this paper . Thus, in 3 , some main results e.g., the existence . of the optimal policy for infinite horizon have not been proved really and Ž w x. part of the treatment e.g., the policy space procedure in 3 is inappropriate. This shows that it is necessary to give a clear and precise description for policy and objective functions. w x Another related paper 6 studies a finite MDP with percentile performance criteria where the decision maker is interested in finding a policy Ž . that achieves a specified value target of the long-run limiting average w x reward at a specified probability level. Reference 6 points out that the satisfactory treatment of the discounted case with percentile performance criteria is an important open problem. The results and the approaches in this paper give an answer to this problem in a certain sense.
In this paper, we study not only the optimality equations of the model and the property of optimal value functions, but also the existence and structure of optimal policy and the algorithm for computing optimal policies. The policies discussed depend on target values and rewards may be arbitrary real numbers. The technique taken in this paper is different w x w x from Bouakiz and Kebir 1 and White 3 .
In Section 2, by introducing the decision-maker's state, we formulate a framework for minimizing risk models and we give a clear and precise description for policy and objective function.
Ž . Section 3 considers the finite horizon model. We prove that i the Ž . optimal value functions are distribution functions of target, ii there exists Ž . an optimal deterministic Markov policy, and iii a policy is optimal if and only if at each realizable state it always takes optimal action, and it gives a sufficient condition and a necessary condition for the existence of a finite horizon optimal policy independent of targets.
Section 4 deals with the infinite horizon model. We establish the optimality equation and we obtain the structure property of optimal policy. We prove that the optimal value function is a distribution function of target. For the case in which rewards may take negative values, where the w x w x approximation relation of optimal value functions in 1 and 3 does not hold, we obtain a new approximation formula which is the generalization of the nonnegative rewards cases. An example which illustrates the mistakes of previous literature shows that the existence of optimal policy has not been proved really. In this section, we give an existence condition, which is a sufficient and necessary condition for the existence of an infinite horizon optimal policy independent of targets, and we point out that whether there exists an optimal policy remains an open problem in the general case.
In Section 5, state space and reward set both are finite. We give an algorithm computing finite horizon optimal policies and optimal value functions and we point out that the optimal value functions are step functions of the target with finite jump points and there exists an optimal deterministic policy which structure is analogous to that of optimal value functions.
TREATMENT AND DEFINITION
Different from the standard optimization criterion in MDP, which maximizes the expected value of the total discounted rewards, minimizing Ž w x. risk criterion is risk-sensitive see 2 . The decision maker considers not only the system's state but also his target when making decision and taking action at each stage. Therefore, the policies depend on the system's state and target. Ž . We refer to i, x as the state of the decision maker to distinguish from the system's state i, where x is the target value. Before giving the definition of policy, we first expand MDP ⌫ by enlarging state space. Note Ž . that if the initial state of the decision maker is i, x and an action a is Ž . Ž Ž . . taken, by 2 , the decision-maker's state translates to j, x y r r␤ from Ž . a i, x in probability p . Thus, if we denote E as the space of decisioni jr maker's state and ⌫ as MDP generated by expanding ⌫, then the MDP ⌫ 1 1 has the following structure,
and the reward set W and the discounted factor ␤ are the same as MDP ⌫. Ž . Let H denote the set of all admissible histories up to n. A generic
. . , n y 1, and
A decision rule at time n is a conditional transition probability n measure from H to A satisfying the constraint: for any h g H and n n n Ž . Ž Ž . . C ; A, иN h is a probability measure on A such that A i N h s 1 n n n n n Ž . w x and C N и is a measurable function from H to 0, 1 , where H is n n n endowed with the natural Borel sigma-algebra. Ž . A policy is a sequence of decision rules s , , . . . , , . . . . 1 2 n A Markov policy is one in which each only depends on the current
A stationary policy which can be denoted by s ϱ is a Markov 1 policy with an identical decision rule. A deterministic policy is one in which each is nonrandomized, that policies, all deterministic Markov policies, all stationary policies, and all deterministic stationary policies, respectively. Let ⌸ denote the set of all policies which are independent of targets 0 Ž .
. . , denote the truncation of to n stages and n , s 1 2 n Ž . , , . . . , , , , . . . denote the policy in which at first n stages is
Ž . taken and from n q 1 th stage downward is taken, starting from .
n , is called an n stages delay policy of to . Let P denote the conditional probability measure determined by and P.
To simplify the notations, we will use B and B instead of B and B , n n respectively. For any g ⌸, the objective functions generated by are
The optimal value functions are
called an n stages optimal policy.
is called an infinite horizon optimal policy, simply, optimal policy.
Ž .
Ž . Remark 1. For any policy g ⌸ , F i, x and F i, x are the 0 n distribution functions of x, but for general policy g ⌸, this result does Ž . not hold see the example in Section 4 .
To help the conciseness of analysis, we need to define the following
x is the indictor function of set 0, qϱ .
w0, qϱ.
Ž .
Ž . Ž . ii Let u g D. If u i, x is a nondecreasing and a right continuous Ž . function of x for any i g S, then, Tu i, x is also a nondecreasing and a right continuous function of x for each i g S.
Proof. The proof is obvious.
FINITE HORIZON MODEL
Ž . Ž .
Ž . and F is determined by n . n Ž w x. Proof. By the properties of P see Hernandez-Lerma 7 , we havé
Ž . Using 19a repeatedly, we obtain another part of Lemma 2 immediately. 1 
Ž .
By slightly abusing the notation T , we denote the right side of 19a by
Thus, the equality 19a can be simplified into
Theorem 1 is one of the main results in this paper.
iii For any n G 0, there exists a policy g ⌸ such that F s F . Ž . Ž . tion of x. Note that A i, x s A i is finite for any i, x g E. By the w x measurable selection theorem 7, Proposition D3, p. 130 , there exists a Ž . Ž . measurable mapping ␦ from E to A such that ␦ i, x g A i and
On the other hand, for any g ⌸, by Lemma 2 we have
Associating it with 21 , we obtain TF s F s F . Thus, by Lemma
Earlier results imply that Theorem 1 is also true when n s k q 1. By induction, for any n G 0, Theorem 1 holds. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
We define
Ä Ž . 4 possible that A i s л. In Theorem 4, we see that A i : i g S, n G 1 n n plays a crucial role for the existence of the optimal policy independent of Ž . targets x nG 1 . n THEOREM 2. Let ␦ be a measurable mapping from E to A and satisfy
2 and 18 , we have that F s T F s T F s F . Assume that Theo-1 0 0 1 rem 2 holds when n s k.
. With respect to the structure of n stages optimal policy, we have the following result. 
ny 1 n n and so
Ž . Ž . Ž . Hence, by 14 , 15 , and 19 , we conclude that 
The necessity of Theorem 3 is proved. Note that the preceding proof is reversible. So the sufficiency of Theorem 3 is also true. Theorem 3 is proved.
Because of Theorem 3, we call A i, x the optimal action set and it's n element optimal action for n stages.
Remark 2. i Theorem 3 shows that a policy is optimal for a finite horizon model if and only if the action taken by at each realizable state is an optimal action and the corresponding cut-head policy is also optimal at each stage.
ii From Lemma 2 and Theorem 1, we can further see that is n stages optimal if and only if the actions taken by in the preceding n stages are optimal.
Theorem 4 gives a sufficient condition and a necessary condition for the existence of a finite horizon optimal policy independent of targets. 
Proof. The proof is similar to Lemma 2's.
Ž . 
Ž . Similarly, we denote the right side of 25a by T F i, x and we
Ž . simplify the equality 25a into
LEMMA 4. If W is a nonnegati¨e set, then
iii F satisfies optimality equation: F s TF .
Ž . Ž . Proof. i Let i, x g E be the initial state. Because the rewards are nonnegative,
Thus, F G F G F and by the continuity of probability measure,
For arbitrary g ⌸, by F G F and i we have
iii By Lemma 3, for any g ⌸, F s T F G TF . It follows that
Ž . Ž . Ž . On the other hand, for any i, x g E, a g A i , by Theorem 1 and 16 ,
Ž . By dominated convergence theorem and ii , we obtain
Ž . sociating it with 26 , we have F s TF .
If W may not be a nonnegative set, then we have the following important results.
ii F satisfies optimality equation: F s TF ;
v There exists a policy ␦ g ⌸ such that T F s F . 
Ž . i jŽ ryb. i jr

˜˜U˜U
Let F , F , and F , F denote the corresponding objective functions n n generated by and the optimal value functions, respectively. Second, we prove that
where c s Ý
Ž . Similarly, for any g ⌸, if we define policies s , k G 1 and
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Thus, by 28 and 29 , we obtain 27 . By 27 , we have
Ž . Ž . Note that W is a nonnegative set, by Lemma 4 and 27 , i is proved.
.
Ž .
Ž . by Lemma 4, F s TF . Hence, for any i, x g E, by 27 , we have
Ž . Ž . iii The first inequality is obtained by i . To obtain the second
. Thus, we need only to prove that for any 
n n Ž . In addition, letting n ª ϱ again, by i , we have s 0.5, and ␤ s 0.5. Then i, x g E.
Ž . Proof. i By Lemmas 1, 3, and Theorem 5, using the approach similar Ž . to the proof of Theorem 3, we obtain i immediately.
ii Let F s F and T F s F . By Lemma 3, we have F s
T F s T F s F . It follows that F s F for any n G 1.
U Ž . Similarly, as a result of Theorem 6, A i, x and it's elements are called an optimal action set and optimal actions, respectively.
Remark 4. For an infinite horizon model, even if ␦ ϱ is a policy which
ϱ takes optimal actions and ␦ , is optimal for any n G 1, ␦ may not be Ž . optimal see the following example .
Ž . Now, we give an example which illustrates that F i, x and F i, x n may not be the distribution functions of x. This example is also a w x counterexample for Lemma 3 in 3 . 
In fact, the first inequality follows from Lemma 1. Now, we prove the second inequality by induction. When n s 1, it is easy to prove because u,¨g F F. We assume that the second inequality holds when n s k. Then, for n s k q 1, by Theorem 1, we have 
ALGORITHM
In this section we give an algorithm computing optimal value functions, optimal action sets, and optimal policies for a finite horizon model.
In this section, we assume that S and W are finite and we let W s Ä 4 r , r , . . . , r and r -r -иии -r . Then, by Theorems 1, 2, and the iii For each n G 1, there exists an n stages optimal deterministic Markov policy which kth decision rule has the structure analogous to that U Ž . Ž . of F i, x and A i, x , 1 F k F n.
k k
The following algorithm is just the proof of the earlier conclusions. By Theorem 1,
